MarketLife5050.com
MarketLife is a newsletter of MarketLife, LLC, and an Independent Affiliate
and licensee of the 5050 Coop Funding platform. The most profitable investment one can make is in ones own self. Do not miss the opportunity to have
less stress, be stronger, be healthier, and to age a little slower.
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I’m so happy to meet you

Mission of MarketLife

To provide a Marketing Newsletter,
and a service for Independent Marketers, that will help them build long
Long Term Residual Income.
Millions of men and women have a homebased business. However, approximately
97% of these independent marketers fall
short of the most needed commodity in the
world that will help them fund their dreams
– that is money. MarketLife5050.com, is an
well planned peer-to-peer cash flow system.
Cash flow plus back end residual income can
make a huge positive difference in ones life.

An Old Wagon Bridge

At one time this wagon bridge made history by
being the longest bridge in Texas. It was part of
history then, now it is history! Things so necessary 100 years ago, or even 25 years ago, may not
be at all useful today. Change occurs and we are
all a part of these changes. Thankfully, the really
important things in life do not change. There are
things in our life that are timeless, thankfully!
These are my grandchildren. The picture
was taken by another grandchild.

The $190 Billion direct sales industry
comes with various names, such as
MLM, Network Marketing, Affiliate
Marketing, etc. Because of the size
and the nature of the beast, literally
millions of Americans earn income
from it. Most are very part-time, but
some earn more part-time than from
full time jobs. Their site is linked
with a special code and these links
track visitors & buyers to their site.

Businesses Run on Business Models.

There are many different ways a business can make money.
We choose Residual Income from Network Marketing.
We Are Independent Marketers of 50/50 CoopFunding

Network Marketing - What It Is & Isn’t

What It Is:

Network Marketing is a System of Making Money. It’s a modern version of grass roots direct selling.
It’s an important part of our past, our present and our future economy. It supports some of our largest corporations. Where there is a
(Continued next page)

In today’s “gig” economy, where free-lancers make up as
much as one-third of America’s workforce, many lower
income families struggle to stay afloat financially as they
navigate constantly changing social ties and jobs that are
mostly low-wage, part-time, and without benefits. All of
this has taken a toll on the health and families of workingclass Americans.

Jeff Haanen - God Of The Second Shift
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need there is someone with a product or a
service for that customer. Network Marketing is like a penny that doubles every day. It’s
not long before its the most exciting source
of income one can be part of. That’s the
power of the free market. This newsletter,
on-line and off-line, help to keep customers
happy and ordering

What It Is Not

Network Marketing is not is a fad. It’s not a
job, you do not work as an employee.

When your 2 x 2 matrix fills
another one automatically and
immediately opens for you to
receive more donations without
additional efforts or
Requirements!
Just a One-Time Out Of Pocket.
Donation from all 6 Positions
in the 2x2 . Fifty percent (50%
always goes to you!
“Fund Your Dreams
Without Grants or Loans”
(If you yourself have a pressing need I suggest funding that need first. You can help
others best when you yourself are strong.
You be the judge of what your project is).

To be profitable a business must have leads (customers), cash flow (the quicker the better) and
a product or service that generates a steady cash
flow, week after week and year after year. We
use the 50/50 Crowd Funding Platform. It’s Fast,
Fun, Fair and Compliant. And it can bring more
money into your life faster!

Testimony from Paulette P.

"I have only sent out one email (9 days ago) to my close friends and
family, and so far we have been so very grateful to have received 10 $125 DONATIONS -and- 1 - $250 DONATION! That is a TOTAL of
$1750.00 that I have received in DONATIONS in just a week. And, as
I've mentioned, I'm not the only one seeing these kinds of results!
NOTE: In order to keep making DONATIONS - you need to reenter the levels you are in. So, out of the $1,750 I have made thus far,
I have sent $750 back out in DONATIONS to the people the system
tells me to, for me to re-enter the 2 levels I am in - which are the
$250 level to re-enter and the new $500 level.
So I used $500 of my incoming donations to step up to the $500
level, which left me $1,000 in our savings! So initially I have spent
$250 out of my pocket to start and will continue to use our incoming donations to step up to the next level, until we are in all the five
cycles offered.”

You Get Half Forever
• 50/50 Crowd Funding is the worlds first Crowd Funding system that allows you to receive half of everything that happens in
your matrix forever.
• It is based on the world famous Mobius Loop and the system
G technology, which is the most successful 2 x 2 in history.
• 50/50 is a team Crowd Funding system that provides both help
from above and below and you can receive donations seconds
after registering.
• 50/50 Crowd funding is a Peer-to-Peer Team Crowd Funding
System which means there is no waiting for a matrix to fill.. No
middleman and 100% of all donations are immediately assigned
to a beneficiary.
• 50/50 provides you with an easy to navigate totally automated
dashboard that displays everything in real-time to allow you to
monitor your donations second by second.
• The 50/50 system has built in safeguards that keep your Crowd
Funding activities protected and the system cannot be manipulated.

50/50 Crowdfunding is fast moving, highly rewarding system. The
basis of 50/50 is that we all help fund each other’s campaigns in a 2
x 2 Follow-Me Matrix. All participants agree to begin by making a
donation to a cause of their choice. 100% of all donations go to the
causes and each donation is split 50/50 to help 2 causes.

About 50/50 CoopFunding
FUNDS FOR TODAY - FUNDS FOR TOMORROW
You can make a donation in any or all of the campaign levels in an
ascending order. There are 5 donation levels $250, $500, $1,000,
$2,000 and $4,000, in return for making a donation you get placed in
your own 2 x 2 matrix for the each level(s) you’ve made a donation.
You can only receive donations from the level(s) you have donated to
It is possible to receive up to 6 donations without inviting anybody,
but we strongly caution against registering if that is your intention,
as it is more likely you will receive nothing.
However, by being a proactive donor and inviting 2 or more to donate, upon completion of each matrix, you will be re-entered in a
new matrix under the person who invited you to possibly receive
more donations.
Once you have invited 2 or more donors you will keep cycling each
time your matrix fills.

JOIN US RIGHT NOW AND RECEIVE 50% FOREVER

Peer-To-Peer Funding
50% of the 2 donations from your 1st level (1 and
2) goes to you and 50% goes to the person directly
above you.
50% of the 4 donations from your 2nd level (3,4,5
and 6) goes to you and the other 50% goes the person
on your 1st level.
NOTICE

If you have a story,
or testimonial that
our readers might
like to read, please
submit it to
marketlife3@gmail.com

In the subject line
put:
MarketLife Newsletter

My Philosophy For Building
A Business From Home
It’s a simple philosophy really. It’s based
on experience and common sense. I trust
that this philosophy of mine will help you
develop your own philosophy, and from it
will evolve your own pattern of work. I can
illustrate “work pattern” best by looking back
in history.
As Americans, we have enjoyed unprecedented growth and prosperity in the world.
Our country was built by men and women
of great vision. Yet most of them did not
think of themselves as visionaries. Rather,
they thought of themselves more as people
with a purpose. In other words the vision
they had grew out of their purpose. They
wanted freedom, and with that freedom
came the right to succeed or fail.
They worked hard and many of their personal skills developed as a result of doing
things essential for survival. They took
action on what was needed and hard experience soon corrected any flaws. Their plans
or views were seldom complex or difficult to
understand.
But, in doing the essentials, many of these
early pioneers saw their hard work bear
fruit and pass to the next generation. It was
the vision of a much better future that kept
these pioneers moving forward. We enjoy
the fruit of their labor today. We call it the
greatest country in the world.

Growing Your Own Economy
MarketLife uses on-line and off-line marketing to promote our extra income stream.
Millions of Americans earn part-time income using similiar methods. Part-time independent businesses are the building blocks
of large corporations and the strength of our
economy. They are loyal to local merchants,
because they are your neighbors.

CrowdFunding Is The Next Big Trend

Forbes

MarketLife invites original human
interest stories, testimonials, videos,
and anything that might be of
interest to the reader.
Content is important! Those who submit an
article or testimonials, and if it is published
online or offline, a link to your website may
be inserted, and a video put online.

Crowd Funding Isn’t Exactly
a New Idea
The first publically recorded successful example of crowdfunding was in
1997. By 2009, crowdfunding had
gone mainstream, raising more than
$530 million. Since then it has grown
very impressively. Crowd Experts now
puts the crowdfunding market at approximately $16 billion.
In general, there are three main
crowdfunding types: donation-based,
reward-based and equity. 50/50 is a
reward based co-op funding. MarketLife5050.com is an independentpeer to peer user of the 5050 platform
It can be used for any legitimate reason and is changing lives everyday.

50/50 Crowd Funding is Fast, Fun, Fair and Compliant. It’s a Great Way to Bring More Money Into Your
Life, and it Will Work for you Right Now!

MarketLife5050.com can help you get you more customers than you can shake a stick at.

On-line or Off-line?
Vast numbers of people are turning to
Digital Communication.
Cell phones approximately 7 billion
Smart phones approximately 2 billion
Facebook users approximately 2 billion
In spite of the growth of digital communication, print and
other traditional marketing avenues continues with increased favor. Tens of thousands of home-based marketers
and buyers prefer the more familiar touch of print,
personal contact, and telephone.
Compared to these traditional means of marketing the internet is fast and free. Yet those who market the old fashion way, with a telephone call, a friendly text message, or a
note in the mail often make more money faster and with
more consistency, than those who just use digital
technology.

Here’s the reality!
All forms of marketing can work if we use them. On-line and offline marketing does not live in competition, they’re different beasts.
It’s not this or that, one or the other. They are two different technologies, different tools.
Our job as business people is to pick the right tool for the job. In an
increasingly digital world, print and digital communication complement each other, and should not be seen as a replacement for the
other.

And The New Stats Are In...

The average American adult over 18 spends 2 hours and
51 minutes a day on their smartphone, and averages 34
text messages. (This info courtesy of Wall Street Daily).

Advertise Your Business, Products Or Service

